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a high-quality photo.By March 9, 2018 The Urban Institute released its annual “State of the Cities
Report,” which surveys and ranks America’s largest cities for employment, business, education,
housing and health, among other things. For years now, this report has drawn headlines for its
depictions of the growing poverty and inequality that it finds in large American cities. In 2017, it was
joined by a separate report from the Economic Innovation Group that revealed massive inequalities
in wealth between the nation’s biggest metropolitan regions. Earlier this month, a study by the
Brookings Institution made headlines with its findings that life expectancy in the Washington, D.C.-
Baltimore area was plummeting after years of decline that researchers linked to the opioid epidemic.
Despite the disproportionate attention that these studies have received, there are many other
important findings in the Urban Institute’s report. The report makes its case that America’s largest
metropolitan areas face a kind of crisis in the next decade. According to the report’s authors, it is
this crisis that is either threatening or, in some cases, at risk of creating a “road to nowhere.” The
report includes a long list of cities that are either “choke points” or “down the road to nowhere.” In
these cities
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